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a member of the pop elite, diana ross and the supremes were recording at the time of the ronettes' first single,
cry, cry, cry. the record, a cover of the everly brothers hit, made the charts, but the ronettes' sound and image
were a bit rough around the edges. spector, who had been producing diana ross, was familiar with the ronettes
and their young lead singer, ronnie spector, and invited the duo to join his label. the ronettes made their new

label debut with the album presenting the fabulous ronettes. the album, despite its label, was produced by phil
spector. the singles from the album were cry, cry, cry, be my baby and i wish i never saw the sunshine. the

ronettes second album, presenting the fabulous ronettes vol. 2, featured the hit how can i be sure, written by
the group and their producer, phil spector. the ronettes album, produced by phil spector, was a huge success. i

wanna be free was also a number one hit and the album went platinum. the track, written by the group and
producer phil spector, was produced by spector and reached number one on the charts. the ronettes singles
from the album were be my baby, how can i be sure and i wanna be free. in the world of the ronettes, only a

woman's voice could match the grand, swirling, dramatic and supremely sexual power of phil spector's guitar.
"i don't think he ever tried to prove anything to anybody," veronica says. "he just did what he felt like doing.

and the way he treated us, you knew you were going to get something good." reissued on cd by verve in 1997,
with a new compilation called the ultimate collection, be my baby and be my baby ii are back and better than
ever. the ronettes have a kind of emotional quality that connects with people over decades. it's hard to find

women singers with that kind of gravitas. the ronettes are an audio time machine to the beatle summer of love,
a period that ended the first decade of the baby boomers' lives. and these songs continue to resonate, not

least because they continue to exist.
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